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Spatial-Based Predictive Control and Geometric
Corridor Planning for Adaptive Cruise Control
Coupled With Obstacle Avoidance
Mogens Graf Plessen, Daniele Bernardini, Hasan Esen, and Alberto Bemporad, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract— This paper presents an integrated control approach
for autonomous driving comprising a corridor path planner that
determines constraints on vehicle position, and a linear timevarying model predictive controller combining path planning and
tracking in a road-aligned coordinate frame. The capabilities
of the approach are illustrated in obstacle-free curved roadprofile tracking, in an application coupling adaptive cruise
control (ACC) with obstacle avoidance (OA), and in a typical
driving maneuver on highways. The vehicle is modeled as a
nonlinear dynamic bicycle model with throttle, brake pedal
position, and steering angle as control inputs. Proximity measurements are assumed to be available within a given range field
surrounding the vehicle. The proposed general feedback control
architecture includes an estimator design for fusion of database
information (maps), exteroceptive as well as proprioceptive measurements, a geometric corridor planner based on graph theory
for the avoidance of multiple, potentially dynamically moving
objects, and a spatial-based predictive controller. Switching rules
for transitioning between four different driving modes, i.e., ACC,
OA, obstacle-free road tracking (RT), and controlled braking
(Brake), are discussed. The proposed method is evaluated on test
cases, including curved and highway two-lane road tracks with
static as well as moving obstacles.
Index Terms— Adaptive cruise control (ACC), autonomous
driving, corridor planning, obstacle avoidance (OA), spatialbased predictive control, vehicle dynamics control.

I. I NTRODUCTION
UTONOMOUS driving requires handling a plethora of
different driving scenarios, ranging from parking to crash
avoidance on challenging road conditions. The objective is to
ensure road safety and increase passenger comfort. A suitable
candidate for the control strategy is model predictive control (MPC), due to its ability to incorporate system constraints
and nonlinearities in a systematic way.
Rear-end collisions are frequently caused by inadequate
following distances, inattentiveness on the part of the driver
and unexpected, abrupt traffic standstills. Here, adaptive cruise
control (ACC) can provide remedy. This is ensured by the
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automated adaptation of vehicle velocity and the usage of
proximity sensors, such as, for example, infrared laser, radar,
and video sensors. The ACC problem using MPC is tackled,
for example, in [1]. In [2], an ACC method considering multiple objects by means of hybrid system theory is discussed.
An ACC system trading off between tracking capability,
fuel economy, and driver ride comfort can be found in [3].
The work in [4] exploits traffic signal information. In [5],
a learning-based approach for autonomous car following on
a highway is proposed. All the aforementioned references
focus on longitudinal dynamics only, not considering steering
maneuvers for obstacle avoidance (OA).
OA by active steering (AS) becomes necessary to avoid a
crash with a (moving) object in front, if braking alone is not
sufficient or undesirable. In general, avoidance of one or more
obstacles results in a nonconvex optimization problem, as the
set of possible safe trajectories around the obstacle is nonconvex (i.e., passing it from left or right). Typically, hierarchical
two-level controllers are employed, featuring a high-level path
planner and a low-level path tracking controller. In [6], at the
top level, a trajectory avoiding an obstacle is computed based
on a simple point-mass vehicle model. At the bottom level,
an MPC controller using a higher fidelity four wheel model is
employed to track this trajectory. Although this decomposition
enabled real-time implementation, the trajectories generated
by the point-mass path planner were not always feasible [7].
In the latter reference, on the top level, a nonlinear MPC
problem is solved using a nonlinear bicycle vehicle model
described in a road-aligned coordinate system to generate
an obstacle-free path. In the bottom level, the spatial trajectory is transformed back to a time-dependent trajectory by
coordinate transformation. A second nonlinear MPC problem
is then solved using a higher fidelity four wheel model.
Thus, two different vehicle models are employed and two
different nonlinear MPC problems (one in the space domain
and one in the time domain) are solved at every sampling time.
A road-aligned coordinate frame is also employed in [8] for
a driver assist system. In [9], a one-level approach for OA of
two static obstacles is presented. A transformation to a spatialdependent coordinate system is particularly useful in lanekeeping applications, since the centerline position reference
is zero. To avoid the computational burden involved by realtime trajectory generation using a complex dynamical vehicle
model, an offline-generated library of motion primitives is used
within a hierarchical control framework for the high-level path
planning task [10], [11].
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The main objective of the control strategy presented in
this paper is to perform ACC coupled with AS for OA
on arbitrarily curved road tracks. We use the road-aligned
coordinate frame, handle system nonlinearities by linearization
and discretization around state and input reference trajectories,
and formulate a spatial-based MPC problem in the form
of a quadratic program (QP). The state-transition matrices
are space-varying. For simplicity, in the following, we still
maintain the expression linear time-varying MPC (LTV-MPC),
even though the prediction horizon is defined in terms of
space, not time. The contribution includes further handling
of noisy/failing sensors, the discussion of switching rules
for four different driving modes, and a geometric corridor
planning algorithm for the avoidance of multiple static and
dynamic obstacles. The piecewise-affine (PWA) reference trajectories returned by the path planner are either spontaneously
smoothed by the spatial-based predictive controller, or first
processed according to [12]. This paper focuses exclusively
on autonomous driving. In contrast, our companion paper [13]
treats coordinated driving of multiple automated vehicles,
whereby every automated vehicle is assumed to be equipped
with the control architecture presented here.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
vehicle dynamics. Autonomous ACC, OA, obstacle-free road
tracking, and controlled braking are discussed in Section III.
Numerical simulation results are presented in Section IV,
before concluding with Section V.
A. Notation
We adopt the notation ẋ = d x/dt for time derivatives
and omit the time dependence of variable x for brevity.
Furthermore, we use x  = d x/ds to denote spatial derivatives.
We denote x2Q  x T Qx for x ∈ Rn and a positive definite
matrix Q ∈ Sn++ .
II. V EHICLE DYNAMICS AND ROAD -P ROFILE M ODELING
This section states the nonlinear vehicle model and dynamical description for the longitudinal distance between an automated vehicle and a leading object. First, the time-dependent
system description is given, from which its spatial-based
representation is derived.
A. Time-Dependent Modeling
We consider a nonlinear vehicle model, the so-called
“bicycle model,” involving eight states, z t = [x, y, ψ, v x , v y ,
ω, ω f , ωr ]T , and four control inputs, u t = [u t , u b , u δ , u g ]T ,
whereby x and y indicate the center of gravity (CoG) in the
inertial frame, ψ denotes the yaw angle (relative to the inertial
frame), the longitudinal and lateral velocities are given by
vx and v y , and where ω, ω f , and ωr are yaw rate, front, and
rear wheel speed, respectively. The inputs u t and u b denote
throttle and brake pedal positions. The front steering input is
u δ and the integer transmission gear control variable is denoted
by u g ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Thus, dropping the arguments and
dependencies for brevity, the time-dependent vehicle model
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Fig. 1. Nonlinear dynamic bicycle model including the representation of the
curvilinear coordinate system.

as provided by DENSO is
ẋ = vx cos(ψ) − v y sin(ψ)

(1a)

ẏ = vx sin(ψ) + v y cos(ψ)

(1b)

ψ̇ = ω,
1
v̇ x = (F f,x cos(u δ ) + Fr,x
m
− F f,y sin(u δ ) − Fr ) + ωv y
1
v̇ y = (F f,x sin(u δ ) + F f,y cos(u δ ) + Fr,y ) − ωvx
m
1
ω̇ = (a(F f,x sin(u δ ) + F f,y cos(u δ )) − b Fr,y )
Iz
1
ω̇ f =
(Td − Tb − rt F f,x )
Iω
1
ω̇r =
(Td − Tb − rt Fr,x )
Iω

(1c)

(1d)
(1e)
(1f)
(1g)
(1h)

where F f,x (vx , u δ , v y , ω, ω f ) denotes the longitudinal force
on the front tire. It is a nonsmooth nonlinear function, modeled
here as a lookup table calibrated experimentally. Fr,x (vx , ωr )
is the force acting longitudinally on the rear wheel, which
is also modeled by a lookup table. The lateral forces on
the front and rear wheels are denoted by F f,y (u δ , v y , ω, vx )
and Fr,y (vx , v y , ω), respectively. The engine is modeled by a
2-D lookup table that maps engine speed and throttle input to
engine torque. The drive torque Td (u t , ω f , u g ) is ultimately
computed from engine torque via an algebraic relation. The
brake torque Tb (u b ) is modeled as a linear function of the
brake input signal. The vehicle mass, yaw, and wheel inertia
are indicated by m, Iz , and Iω , respectively. The quantities rt ,
a, and b denote the tire radius, distance of CoG from front, and
rear axle, respectively. We compactly summarize the system
model (1) as ż t = f t (z t , u t ). It is further shown in Fig. 1.
Note that, although the proposed dynamically model contains
several simplifications, it will turn out to be adequate for MPC
design.
For ACC, we introduce a simple discrete-time difference
equation to model the longitudinal distance between the
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controlled vehicle and a leading object, that is
 obj

obj
obj
dl+1 = dl + Ts vl − vx,l

(2)

obj

where vl is the object velocity at time t = lTs , l > 0, and
the sampling time Ts is potentially dependent on velocity vx,l .
B. Spatial-Based Modeling
In the following, the transformation of the time-dependent
vehicle model (1) into a spatial-based model is presented.
We consider a curvilinear or road-aligned coordinate system
(see Fig. 1). The quantity eψ represents the difference between
the yaw angle ψ and the centerline heading ψs . The lateral
displacement of the vehicle CoG with respect to the centerline
is e y . The derivation of the spatial-based vehicle model follows [7]. We introduce the variable s, representing the distance
along the centerline, and aim at modeling the dynamics of
eψ and e y as the functions of space s (instead of time t).
The variables eψ and e y will replace x, y, and ψ in the state
vector of the model. We define ρs as the radius of curvature,
and vs as the projected vehicle speed along the direction of
the centerline. Then, the following kinematic equations can be
deduced from Fig. 1:

Thus, we can convert the distance dynamics (2) to the space
domain by substitution, obtaining

 obj
Ds (ρk − e y,k ) vk − vx,k
obj
obj
dk+1 = dk +
. (5)
ρs,k (vx,k cos(eψ,k ) − v y,k sin(eψ,k ))
Notice that, in contrast to the time domain, the dynamics of the
longitudinal distance in (5) are nonlinear in the space domain.
Furthermore, we point out that given a starting distance with
respect to a leading object, we can write out the recursion
of (5) as just a function of the automated vehicle’s states.
C. Linearization and Discretization
For the formulation of a computationally tractable QP
related to the MPC design, we linearize (3) and (5) using a
first-order Taylor approximation around reference trajectories
z ref and u ref , and then apply exact discretization using [14].
As a result, we obtain the discrete-time model
z k+1 = Ak z k + Bk u k + gk
obj

obj

dk+1 = dk + ad,k z k + gd,k

vs (s) = r hos (s) − e y (s))ψ̇s (s)
vs (s) = vx (s) cos(eψ (s)) − v y (s) sin(eψ (s)).

obj

The vehicle velocity ṡ along the path is thus obtained
as ṡ = ρs (s)ψ̇s (s) = ρs (s)vs (s)/(ρs (s) − e y (s)) =
ρs (s)(vx (s) cos(eψ (s))−v y (s) sin(eψ (s)))/(ρs (s)−e y (s)), and
the time derivatives of the heading error eψ and of the
displacement error e y can be defined as
ėψ (s) = ψ̇(s) − ψ̇s (s)
ė y (s) = vx (s) sin(eψ (s)) + v y (s) cos(eψ (s)).
We here assume ṡ = 0 (a remark follows in Section II-E)
at any time and observe that the spatial derivative can be
expressed as a function of the time derivative, namely,
d(·)/ds = d(·)/dtdt/ds = d(·)/dt1/ṡ. Then, the spatial
derivatives for all the quantities of interest are vx = v̇ x /ṡ,
 = ψ̇/ṡ − ψ  and e  = ė /ṡ. As
vy = v̇ y /ṡ, ψ  = ψ̇/ṡ, eψ
y
s
y
an example, the spatial derivative of velocity vx is given by
vx = ((1/(m))(F f,x cos(u δ ) + Fr,x − F f,y sin(u δ ) − Fr ) +
ωv y /(ρs (vx cos(eψ ) − v y sin(eψ ))/(ρs − e y ))). Let the gear
variable u g be defined by means of an external logic, that, for
simplicity, we assume is velocity-dependent, so to treat u g as
a given (varying) parameter. The complete spatial-dependent
vehicle model is then summarized by
z  = f s (z, u)

s = k Ds along the lane centerline with positive integer k, we
obtain
(ρk − e y,k )
.
(4)
Ts = Ds
ρs,k (vx,k cos(eψ,k ) − v y,k sin(eψ,k ))

(3)

with states z = [vx , v y , ω, eψ , e y , ω f , ωr ]T and controls
u = [u t , u b , u δ ]T , and where all variables are now a function
of the space parameter s along the lane centerline.
Employing the relation Ts = (Ds /(ṡk )) between the
sampling time Ts (in seconds) and the sampling space Ds (in
meters), where ṡk is the velocity of our vehicle at position

where Ak ∈ R7×7 , Bk ∈ R7×3 , gk ∈ R7×1 , dk ∈ R,
ad,k ∈ R1×7 , gd,k ∈ R, and k ∈ N indexes steps over distance
s ∈ [k Ds , (k + 1)Ds ].
As mentioned earlier, the time-dependent and spatially
dependent nonlinear vehicle dynamics involve lookup tables.
This implies that there are not purely analytical expressions
for some of the partial derivatives. Methods for the computation of partial derivatives of functions involving lookup
tables are finite differences, chain-rule-based techniques still
employing the lookup tables, and fitting parametric algebraic
functions before computing partial derivatives via the chain
rule. In general, the “differentiation of noise” has to be
avoided by smoothing (noisy) data lookup tables. In addition
to being more robust, the parametric fitting method is usually
computationally fastest. Therefore, it is here employed using
a polynomial and exponential fit to the 2-D and 1-D lookup
table data, respectively.
D. Road Curvature Modeling
We assume that a finite number of concatenated road GPS
coordinates is available, x s,i , ys,i for i = 0, 1, . . . , N road .
Then, the corresponding distance along the road is
ds,i = ds,i−1 +((x s,i −x s,i−1 )2 +(ys,i − ys,i−1 )2 )1/2 , initialized
with some ds,0 . In order to treat the distance along the road
as the dependent parameter s, we either set si = ds,i or
interpolate to any arbitrary grid (e.g., uniformly spaced). The
radius of curvature ρs (s) at position s along the road centerline
is computed analytically as ρs (s) = (((x s (s) )2 +(ys (s) )2 )3/2 /
((ys (s) x s (s) − x s (s) ys (s)))). By forward finite differences,
we can approximate x s (s) ≈ (x s (x + h) − x s (s)/(h)),
x s (s) ≈ (x s (s + h) − 2x s (s) + x s (s − h)/(h 2 )),
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Fig. 2. Closed-loop feedback control architecture for an automated vehicle.
Et (time-domain estimator): sensor fusion/model-based state estimation,
adaptive driver model, and perception/surrounding modeling. Bs (spatialbased builder): conversion from time to space domain, corridor planning,
reference signal, and constraints generation as well as driving mode selection.
Cs (spatial-based controller): online LTV-MPC formulation and QP-solver.
Vt (time-based vehicle model): low-level controllers and nonlinear vehicle
dynamics. T M,E : maps and offline-generated database. T X,E : exteroceptive
measurements, i.e., surrounding perception. T V,E : proprioceptive measurements. T E,B : perception and localization information. T B,C : constraint,
reference, and mode selection information. TC,V : high-level controls.

where h is the step size. We further approximate
arctan((ys (s + h) − ys (s)/x s (s + h) − x s (s))))
ψs (s) ≈
and ψs (s) ≈ (ψs (s + h) − ψs (s)/(h)). Finally, for numerical
stability, we saturate ρs (s) = 108 (this corresponds to a drift
of 5 mm on 1-km straight road), if ρs (s) ≥ 108 , to account
for straight roads where ρs (s) → ∞.
E. Extension to the Whole Operating Range
As outlined earlier, a singularity for v = (v2x + v2y )1/2 = 0
is characteristic for the dynamic spatial-based system
description. Let us now consider a kinematic vehicle model
lacking de/acceleration dynamics. The most popular nonlinear
kinematic bicycle model is [ẋ, ẏ, ψ̇]T = [v cos(ψ), v sin(ψ),
v/l tan(u δ )]T , where l denotes the wheelbase [15]. Following
the procedure from Section II-B, we derive the spatial-based
 , e  ]T
= [(ρs − e y /(ρs l cos(eψ )))
equivalence as [eψ
y

tan(u δ ) − ψs , (ρs − e y /(ρs tan(eψ )))]T , which is now
entirely velocity-independent. This is relevant, since the
whole operating range (speed) of automated vehicles can
now be served. Kinematic time-dependent vehicle models
exhibit a linear dependence on velocity v. This dependence
is always eliminated through the transformation to a
spatial-based coordinate system. Consider the transformation
(d(·)/(ds)) = (d(·)/(dt))(1/(ṡ)) (see Section II-B) and
further that ṡ is proportional to v for kinematic vehicle
models. Thus, employing one dynamic and one kinematic
vehicle model for higher speeds and velocities close to 0,
respectively, permits control design entirely spatial-based
with state transitions being space- instead of time-varying.
III. A DAPTIVE C RUISE C ONTROL C OUPLED
W ITH O BSTACLE AVOIDANCE
In this section, we discuss the control architecture of Fig. 2,
with which an automated vehicle, referred to as the ego car,
may be equipped. For a platoon of vehicles [16], every one of
them may be equipped with it.
A. State Estimation and Environment Modeling
We assume there exists an area surrounding the ego car,
referred to as “range field” R with length lR at front, and
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Fig. 3. Top: measurement model (proprioceptive and exteroceptive). Within
a particular “range field” R surrounding the ego car, objects are assumed to
be detectable. Bottom: illustration of the exteroceptive measurement model
with five states. The red and gray areas denote the ego and a leading car,
respectively.

in which objects are detectable (see Fig. 3). Only for proof
of concept it is modeled as rectangular. The range field
may be time-varying. It is typically realized through Lidar
systems [17], [18]. In addition, car-2-car communication
systems may be used, for example, for sensor redundancy.
However, more importantly, they can extend the visibility of
otherwise shielded vehicles, and be employed for higher-level
services [19] and vehicle coordination tasks [13].
We define as proprioceptive measurements (TV ,E ) all of a
subset of the vehicle state vector z t ∈ R8 . As exteroceptive
measurements (T X,E ), we define any static or mobile objects
within the range field, denoting the information retrieved about
the objects at sampling time kTs by ηkt,i , ∀i = 1, . . . , N obj ,
whereby N obj is the number of identified objects. We set
 obj,i obj,h,i obj,l,i obj,i obj,i T
(6)
ηkt,i = dk , e y,k , e y,k , lk , vx,k
fitting all objects as rectangles with particular length and width
aligned with the road at the road-projected object position
(see Fig. 3). This environment modeling approach is tailored to
our control design. Vector ηkt,i represents the starting state from
which the movement of the object can be predicted over a spatial horizon. The object lateral displacements with respect to
obj,l,i
obj,h,i
obj,i
road centerline, e y,k and e y,k , and the object length lk
allow to formulate constraints on e y . As the database information (T M,E ), we assume the following road information vec , ρ , vroad , e road,max , e road,min , s ]
tor ri = [x s,i , ys,i , ψs,i , ψs,i
s,i x,i
i
y,i
y,i
to be available along the road centerline at samples
i = 0, 1, . . . , N road , where vroad
x,i denotes the speed limits, and
road,max
road,min
e y,i
and e y,i
indicate the lane width along the track.
Model-based recursive estimation techniques are required
for sensor fusion and reconstruction of system states in the
presence of model uncertainty and unmeasured states. A nonlinear recursive filtering approach is the extended Kalman filter (EKF) (see [20]–[22]). It is often suitable for approximately
Gaussian, i.e., unimodal noise. Due to the nonlinear vehicle
dynamics, we employ a discrete EKF (dEKF) to compute an
estimate ẑ kt of z kt . Note that for the estimator design, we
linearize and discretize using the time dynamics [see (1)].
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This is in contrast to the control design, where the spatialbased system (3) is employed. For exteroceptive measurements, we similarly design one Kalman filter per object,
i = 1, . . . , N obj , to obtain η̂kt,i . To deal with situations in which
detection of an object is temporarily lost, e.g., due to turning
or shadow cones, we ensure that an object estimate is still
returned using now only the prior update of the Kalman filter
equations (not the model-correcting measurement update).
Only after a certain number of consecutive steps without
new measurement, the object is dismissed and the Kalman
filter reinitialized. Throughout the remainder of this paper,
the dEKFs are always active, i.e., they process any obtained
measurements (even if noise-free and all states are measured).

Algorithm 1 Driving Mode Selection (ACC, OA, RT, and
Brake)

B. Conversion From Time to Space Domain
The time-based estimate ẑ kt ∈ R8 returned by the dEKF is
converted to the spatial-based ẑ k ∈ R7 and ŝk by using the
road information. All fixed-body estimates of vehicle states
vx,k , v y,k , ωk , ω f,k , and ωr,k are the same in both domains.
For computation of êψ,k and ê y,k , we first project the current
ego car position to the road centerline (projection of a point
proj
mass to a PWA line). Then, we determine êψ,k = ψ̂kt − ψ̂s
proj
proj
proj
and ê y,k = c((x̂ kt − x̂ s )2 + ( ŷkt − ŷs )2 )1/2 , where x̂ s ,
proj
proj
ŷs , and ψ̂s indicate the position and orientation of the road
centerline at the vehicle’s projection point, and where the sign
proj
proj
of ê y,k is specified by θ = tan−1 (( ŷkt − ŷs /(x̂ kt − x̂ s ))),
proj
and c = −1 if θ − ψ̂s ∈ (0, −π], or c = 1 otherwise.
C. Driving Mode Selection Heuristics
The objectives of ACC (with distance-keeping capabilities)
and automated OA (approaching and overtaking of a leading
object) are by definition conflicting. We distinguish between
four driving modes: ACC, OA, object-free road tracking (RT),
and controlled braking (Brake).
For ACC-mode activation, we make use of knowledge about
the ego car’s braking capabilities. We assume that, for an ego
car with velocity vx,0 at position s0 and for a given road
surface and profile, a maximal possible brake deceleration
abmax can be determined. In case of a constant deceleration,
the position of the car after a time interval t can be computed
as st = abmax (t 2 /(2)) + vx,0 t + s0 . We further assume a
obj
leading object with constant velocity v0 and starting position
obj
obj
obj
obj
s0 , so that its position after time t is st = s0 + v0 t.
For crash avoidance in the interval [0, t], it has to hold
obj
st < st − dmin , where dmin is a safety minimum distance.
The time interval of interest is defined by N, the number of
obj
obj
prediction steps N, i.e., t = N Ts . Defining d0 = s0 −s0 , we
can compute the crash-critical initial velocity of the ego car as
obj
obj
vx,0 = (1/(N Ts ))(d0 + v0 N Ts − (abmax /(2))(N Ts )2 − dmin),
obj
resulting in a final position s N Ts = s N Ts − dmin . Introducing
an arbitrary safety factor c ∈ (0, 1) to trigger steering at a
lower velocity, the criterion for switching to OA mode is thus
crit,i
crit,i ∗
holds, with v̂ x,k
=
to check at time kTs if v̂ x,k > v̂ x,k
obj,i ∗

obj,i ∗

+ v̂ x,k N Ts − (abmax /(2))(N Ts )2 − dmin),
(1/(N Ts ))(cd̂k
max
where ab is a function of v̂ x,k and ŝk . The critical velocity

can be refined by considering detailed knowledge about braking dynamics, model-based probabilistic predictions of leading
vehicle trajectories, or intervehicular communicated braking
crit,i ∗
is determined from solving
trajectories. In all cases, v̂ x,k
obj
s N Ts = s N Ts − dmin .
A second consideration is to overtake a leading object
whose velocity is too far off the road reference velocity.
Naturally, this is allowable only in case of an available
object-free neighboring lane permitting an OA maneuver.
A possible heuristic for the minimal object velocity is
obj,min
road
= vroad
vx,k
x,k (0.4 + max(0, (v x,k − 30/(130 − 300.5)))).
A basic driving mode selection logic is described by
Algorithm 1. Its implication on reference trajectories, constraints, and weights are disussed in Sections III-D to III.F. We
remark that the ACC mode may be active while simultaneously
performing OA, of, e.g., static or quasi-static (very slow)
objects. A neighboring lane may not only be occupied due
to an advancing vehicle but also because of a car approaching
quickly from behind (a typical highway driving situation).
Ultimately, an alternative triggering method may be based on
a slack variable exceeding the minimum distance constraint.
However, this is guaranteed to always trigger one sampling
time later than object detection, since an MPC problem has to
be solved first to output the slack variable. In simulations, this
short delay could already render a successful OA maneuver
impossible, even though it was feasible using the method
described before (acting directly upon first object detection).
D. Spatial-Based Predictive Control
The control commands are applied for a duration of Ts time
units before new measurements are processed and the controls
are updated. Synchronization between the sampling interval
and the spatial prediction step is needed. Any arbitrarily spaced
discretization grid may be chosen. For a uniformly spaced
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prediction horizon, we relate Ds and Ts according to (4)
and N = (lR /(Ds )) , implying a velocity- and range field
length-dependent prediction horizon N. Any road information,
such as road curvature, lane width, and so on, that may
be required for the formulation of optimization problems
will be evaluated (e.g., by linear interpolation) at the grid
points {s j } Nj=0 = ŝk + {0, Ds , . . . , N Ds }, and subsequently
denoted by subindex j . The generation of references z ref
j ,
ref
∀ j = 1, . . . , N and similarly for u j is discssued in Sections III-E and III-F. The LTV-MPC problem for ACC is
defined as follows:
N−1


min

{u j } N−1
j =0 ,
σ,σe y ,σd

+

j =1

N−1


2
ref 2
2
z j − z ref
j  Q z + z N − z N  Q zN + σe y qσe

2
2
u j − u ref
j  Q u + u j − u j −1  Q

u

j =0

+

N−1

j =2

+ σ p 2Q σ p

2
ref 2
2
d j − d ref
j qd + d N − d N qd N + σd qσ (7a)
d

s.t. z 0 = ẑ k

(7b)

u −1 = u k−1
z j +1 = A j z j + B j u j + g j ,
pr, j = lr, j z j + m r, j u j + n r, j ,
u

u

≤ uj ≤ u

min

max

,

j = 1, . . . , N

(7e)

j = 1, . . . , N

(7f)

j = 0, . . . , N − 1

≤ u j − u j −1 ≤

u

max

,

max
emin
y, j − σe y ≤ e y, j ≤ e y, j + σe y ,

pmin
f, j

(7c)
(7d)

j = 0, . . . , N − 1

p f, j = l f, j z j + m f, j u j + n f, j ,
min

y

− σ p, f ≤ p f, j ≤

pmax
f, j

(7g)

j = 0, . . . , N − 1
(7h)
j = 1, . . . , N

+ σ p, f ,

max
pr,min
j − σ p,r ≤ pr, j ≤ pr, j + σ p,r ,

(7i)

j = 1, . . . , N
(7j)
j = 1, . . . , N
(7k)

σe y ≥ 0, σ = [σ p, f , σ p,r ] ≥ 0
d0 =

obj,i ∗
d̂k
,

∗

where i ∈ {1, . . . , N

(7l)
obj

}

(7m)

d j +1 = d j + ad, j z j + gd, j , j = 0, . . . , N − 1
d j ≥ dmin + cmin vx, j − σd , j = 1, . . . , N

(7n)
(7o)

σd ≥ 0.

(7p)

The slack variables σe y , σ p, f , σ p,r , and σd are used for
constraint softening. Vector u k−1 denotes the input applied
to the system at the previous sampling time. The parameters
Q z , Q z N , Q u , Q u , Q σ p , qσey , qσd , qd , and qd N are tuning
weights. Safety parameters are dmin and cmin . Constant upper
and lower bounds are u min , u max , u min = u̇ min Ts , and
u max = u̇ max Ts . In the OA, RT, and Brake modes, the
weights qσd , qd , and qd N are set to zero (i.e., the third row of
the objective function is omitted) and the constraints (7m)–(7p)
are removed. In case of ACC mode, i indicates the object
which the ego car is meant to adapt its velocity to. This
decision is relevant in case of multiple objects, including static
ones. The closed-loop LTV-MPC system is not guaranteed to
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be stable. Recursive feasibility is guaranteed by construction
as all state constraints are soft and the only hard constraints
are those on inputs that we know we can always satisfy.
To encourage stability, we added soft constraints (7e), (7f),
(7j), and (7k) on front and rear tire slip angles to not enter
the (strongly) nonlinear/unstable region of tire characteristics
[23], [24]. For the provided vehicle model, lateral forces on
front and rear tires, F f,y (u δ , v y , ω, vx ) and Fr,y (vx , v y , ω), are
given as a linear function of the slip angles α f (ω, v y , vx )
and αr (ω, v y , vx ) with subsequent saturations at maximal
lateral forces. Note that in contrast to the aforementioned two
references, linearization and discretization need to be carried
out in space coordinates when deriving (7e) and (7f) for our
i
case. As a detail, our simple tire model sets ph,
j constant for
all j = 1, . . . , N, h ∈ { f, r } and i ∈ {max, min}. An alternative approach is adding a sufficient stability condition for
LTV-MPC in form a quadratic constraint, which is, however,
computationally significantly more expensive to solve [25].
E. Geometric Corridor Planning
An important task of the motion planning system is to
ensure that the ego car travels inside the lane boundaries while
safely avoiding all obstacles (corridor planning). The problem
is nonconvex due to the fact that overtaking is possible on
both sides of obstacles. It is further complicated because of a
time-varying environment (with dynamically moving objects)
requiring possibly frequent recursive replanning of corridors.
In [26], a convex polyhedral approximation approach for
OA is compared with a hybrid MPC method [27]. For
an approach based on mixed integer linear programming
(see [28]). Motion planning using the vehicle’s dynamical
model and RRTs is described in [29]. Finding a shortest path
on a visibility graph for motion planning is the technique used
in [30]. A “hybrid” A* method for free form navigation is used
in [31]. In [11], the high-level path planner employs dynamic
programming (DP) to decide on which side to overtake the
obstacles by solving a shortest path problem on a spatialtemporal grid; corridor constraints are then adjusted based on
the optimal trajectory obtained from DP, before a library of
motion primitives is used for path planning. In [7]–[10], at
most two static obstacles are considered and heuristics are
used to determine on which side to overtake.
The motivation for our geometric corridor planner is our
spatial-based control approach and the desire to handle multiple obstacles, which we assume (for proof of concept) to be
available via car-2-car communication. Indeed, as pointed out
in [16], increases in lane capacity, e.g., through platooning of
automated vehicles and the reduction in traffic congestions are
expected to not be possible without car-2-car communication.
An application, therefore, is our companion paper [13]. The
need for a fast corridor planner, capable of treating many
more than just one obstacle, becomes even more important in
countries characterized by unorganized traffic, where vehicles
of all types of sizes (from trucks to rickshaws) may travel
anywhere inside road boundaries at arbitrary traveling speed,
resulting in higher traffic bandwidth and significantly more
overtaking [32].
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At every sampling time along the corridor coordinate s,
there needs to be a velocity- and trajectory-adjusted mapping
of all objects. This adjustment is achieved by solving, for
every object, the equation s(t ) = s obj (t ) for t and s(t ◦ ) =
s obj (t ◦ )+l obj (t ◦ ) for t ◦ , where s(t) is the ego car CoG position
along the road centerline of the corridor at time t and similarly
for the object. The velocity-adjusted object positions are then
located between s(t ) and s(t ◦ ). Including additional safety
margins, they are used for graph generation (see Algorithm 3).
In this paper, for the corridor planning, we model the progress
of the ego car and other vehicles with constant velocities and
thus obtain s(t) = ŝk +(t −kTs )v̂ x,k , for t ≥ kTs , and similarly
for the objects. Then, we can derive

 obj
ŝk − ŝk
s(t ) = ŝk +
v̂ x,k
(8)
obj
v̂ x,k − v̂ x,k
lˆobj v̂ x,k
.
(9)
s(t ◦ ) = s(t ) +
obj
v̂ x,k − v̂ x,k
The lateral displacement with respect to road centerline can
then be similarly evaluated as e y (t ) and e y (t ◦ ).
We develop a path planner using graph theory for computational efficiency. To address the issue of trajectory feasibility, we follow the approach of heuristically augmenting
objects by velocity-dependent safety margins chosen according
to closed-loop driving simulation over the velocity range
30–130 km/h. We select lateral safety margins as a linear
function of v̂ x,k , such that at v̂ x,k = 130 km/h, a safety
distance of at least 2 m between the edge of the ego car
and the boundary of another object is maintained. Selections
for front and rear longitudinal safety distances are similarly
obj
linearly dependent on v̂ x,k and v̂ x,k . We further encourage an
early start of steering on sight of an obstacle, thereby avoiding large incremental steering changes. Fundamental is the
reachability of areas lateral of obstacles free for trespassing.
Following the projection point of such areas ensures (geometrically) minimal heading variation. Possible trajectories
can conveniently be modeled as a transition graph, with the
absolute heading variations as edge weights. The trajectory
that provides cumulated minimal absolute heading variation
and safe avoidance of all obstacles can be considered for the
adjustment of bounds on e y . The complexity of the corridor
planning problem increases with the number of obstacles.
Assuming N obj objects longitudinally displaced along a corriobj
dor, there are 2 N possible combinations of overtaking. Our
method naturally also allows for longitudinally overlapping
(but laterally displaced) object constellations. It is outlined in
and emax
in Step 8 of
Algorithm 2. For the creation of emin
y
y
Algorithm 2, there exist different methods, such as stairwise
or smoothed adaptation. Our preferred method is indicated in
Fig. 4(b), making use of the s-coordinates of all objects. In
Algorithm 2, the graph generation step is computationally and
conceptually decisive. Modeling objects as rectangles aligned
with the road centerline allows one to transition between nodes
via two PWA lines (constant slope and constant e y level). See
Fig. 4(a) and (b) for illustration. For Nnodes different nodes,
each node position i ∈ {1, . . . , Nnodes } is summarized in Plist

Algorithm 2 Corridor Planning

Fig. 4. Illustration of the geometric corridor planner. There are five trajectoryadjusted objects within a road-aligned corridor of length 100 m and original
road,upper
= 7 and eroad,lower
= −6. The
upper and lower road bounds e y
y
red rectangles denote solid, in general, velocity-adjustedly mapped objects
and the lighter red areas include the heuristically determined safety margins.
The green PWA line illustrates the cumulatively least-heading-varying path
determined on the graph. (a) Illustration of our graph-generation method, see
Algorithm 3. (b) The solution returned by the geometric corridor planner.

by Plist,i = [si li e y,i ], where si denotes the s position where
the constant e y -level line part begins, li the length of this
part, and e y,i the corresponding e y level. For node 1 and
the terminal node, we set l = 0. Then, a transition matrix
T ∈ R Nnodes ×Nnodes can be defined with entries
Ti j =

θi j , if ∃ a PWA transition i → j
∞,
otherwise

θi j = c − tan−1

e y, j − e y,i
s j − (si + li )

(10)

where c = êψ,k for i = 1 and c = 0 for i ∈ {2, . . . , Nnodes }.
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TABLE I
A DAPTATION OF R EFERENCE T RAJECTORIES vREF
AND eREF
x
y , AND W EIGHT Q z A CCORDING TO THE D RIVING M ODE S ELECTION ,
, W HERE eROAD
D ENOTES THE D ESIGNATED R EFERENCE
W HERE j = 0, . . . , N . W E A BBREVIATE = ê y,k − eROAD
y
y
L ANE e y L EVEL FOR O BSTACLE -F REE ROAD T RACKING (U SUALLY eROAD
= 0)
y

Algorithm 3 Graph Creation for Corridor Planning

corridor planner are either directly fed to the spatial-based
predictive controller, or first additionally smoothed according
to our method [12]. In the following, the two reference
trajectory schemes are denoted by “PWAref” and “Sref.”
F. Adaptation of Reference Trajectories
In Table I, we define the body-frame reference velocities
to be used in problem (7). Corresponding to vref
x, j , we adjust
ref
ref
ref
ref
ω f, j = vx, j /rt and ωr, j = vx, j /rt . As motivated in [7],
ref  · vref . Furthermore, vref = 0 and
= ψs,
we define ωref
j
j
x, j
y, j
ref = 0. For the input references, we set u ref = 0, which
eψ,
j
j

yielded overall better performance than using optimal input
trajectories from the last sampling time as references for the
max
current ones. Vectors emin
y, j and e y, j are obtained from the
corridor planning algorithm. For PWAref, we define
ẽref
y, j

⎧


⎪
eroad
− ê y,k j
y
⎪
⎪
j = 0, . . . , 3
⎪
⎨ê y,k +
3,
2


=
⎪
eroad
− ê y,k
ê y,k + eroad
j −3
y
y
⎪
⎪
+
, j = 4, . . . , N
⎪
⎩
2
2
N −3
(11)

as a heuristic to mitigate overshooting when returning to the
road centerline. An alternative is presented in [12] for case
“Sref.” Distance dynamics with respect to a leading object are
relevant in the ACC mode. The velocity-dependent reference
distance is defined as
d ref
j = pdref v̂ x,k + dmin ,
A characteristic behavior of the devised path planner is
to start steering early, i.e., “on sight” of an obstacle. This
is beneficial, since it results in minimal incremental steering
changes, while still allowing for a quick heading correction
if required. Importantly, a timely OA-maneuver initiation
provides an early (partial) insight into a neighboring lane, and
thereby may allow for detection of previously shielded objects
if there is no car-2-car communication, or, in case of car-2-car
communication, visual confirmation of the communicating
vehicles. The PWA reference trajectories returned by the

j = 2, . . . , N

(12)

where dmin and pdref are calibrated. For example, dmin = 2m
and pdref = (27 − dmin )/(50/3.6) enforce a safety distance of
27 m at 50-km/h vehicle speed. This corresponds to the rule
of thumb to keep a safety distance in meters of “slightly more
than half of the speedometer indication in km/h.” In order to
not necessarily accelerate the ego car to achieve this distance,
obj,i
ref < d̂ obj,i . This
+ 0.05d ref
we set d ref
j
j = 0.95d̂ j
j if d j
safety-oriented strategy is appropriate for autonomous driving.
In contrast, for cooperative driving (with enhanced predictability of neighboring communicating cars), we may use (12)
directly as is in order to very quickly achieve platooning [13].
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Fig. 5. Results of two obstacle-free road-profile tracking experiments. Top: reference velocity is 50 km/h. Bottom: change of tuning parameters in (7a) for
high velocity traversal at approximately 100 km/h.

IV. N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS
In this paper, four simulations are considered. Additional
simulations are provided in [13]. We initialize the
=
diag[100, 0, 0, 1, 10, 0, 0],
MPC weights as Q z
Q z N = 10Q z , Q u = diag[0.01, 10, 100], Q u =
diag[10, 100, 1000], Q σ p = diag[10 000, 10 000], qσe y =
qσd = 10 000, and qd = qd N = 100, and, subsequently,
update them according to Table I. All simulations are
conducted on a laptop running Ubuntu 14.04 equipped
with an Intel Core i7 CPU at 2.80 GHz × 8, 15.6 GB of
memory, and using MATLAB 9.1 (R2016b). Computation
times are summarized in Table II. System states are
integrated forward from the original nonlinear vehicle
model including its lookup tables and using MATLAB’s
ode23tb. Selected animated simulations are available at
http://dysco.imtlucca.it/mogens/sim_autonomous_driving.htm.

TABLE II
AVERAGE C OMPUTATION T IMES τ̄ IN M ILLISECONDS . T IME τ̄QP,BUILD
I NCLUDES L INEARIZATION , D ISCRETIZATION , AND B UILDING OF THE
QP ( VIA THE E LIMINATION OF S TATES ). C OMPUTATION T IMES U SING
MATLAB’s quadprog FOR THE S OLUTION OF THE QPs A RE D ENOTED
BY τ̄QUADPROG . F OR THE G RAPH C REATION , S EE A LGORITHM 3, AND
FOR THE S UBSEQUENT F INDING OF A C UMULATIVELY L EAST-H EADING
VARYING PATH ON THE T REE VIA LCA [33], τ̄TREE ,BUILD AND τ̄LCA
R ESULTED . T IME τSMOOTH C OMPRISES S MOOTHING [12]. T HE S TATE
E STIMATOR T IME IS τD EKF . T HE AVERAGE (V ELOCITY-D EPENDENT )
P REDICTION H ORIZON IS N̄ . A S D ISCUSSED IN E ACH S ECTION ,
R ESULTS FOR T WO S ETTINGS OF v REF , lR , OR eREF
A RE R EPORTED .
y
C ORRESPONDING PARAMETER VALUES ( PARAM .) A RE S TATED

A. Road-Profile Tracking
For verification of road-profile tracking capabilities
(RT-mode), a test track composed of straights and multiple
bielementary paths of variable sharpness and symmetric
point fractions was created. In a first experiment, we
employed the same controller, which we also used in
Sections IV-B–IV-D. For a comparison, instead of linearizing
along the reference trajectory (solution denoted by LTV-N),
we also maintained state-transition matrices and vectors
constant over the prediction horizon (A j = A0 , ∀ j =
0, . . . , N − 1 and similarly for B j , g j , and so on) and denote
this solution by LTV-1. Time τ̄qp,build was thereby reduced
from 10.7 to 5.5 ms (the remaining times were unchanged).
In a second experiment, we changed our control objective to
traversing the road segment at 100 km/h without any emphasis
on tracking the centerline of the road. We, therefore, changed
the weights in the objective function (7a). In particular, we
set Q z (5, 5) = 0 to allow arbitrary e y positions of the vehicle
within the road bounds. In addition, penalties on steering
were increased. Results are displayed in Fig. 5.

B. Avoidance of Two Static Obstacles
Closed-loop simulation results for the overtaking of two
= 0
static obstacles are displayed in Fig. 6. Setting eref
y
for road centerline tracking indicates the case when using
the corridor planner only for constraint selection. PWAref
and Sref-solution denote resulting closed-loop vehicle paths
when explicitly employing nonzero reference trajectories in
the objective function (7a) of the LTV-MPC problem. The
advantage of an explicit reference trajectory is apparent from
the example with lR = 100: even though the second obstacle
= 0 would conduct an
is visible, a controller with eref
y
unnecessary steering maneuver.
At every Ts , the geometric path planner solves the corridor
planning problem and outputs a PWA reference trajectory eref
y .
This can either be fed directly to the spatial-based controller
or first processed in an additional smoothing step. As outlined
earlier, the corresponding reference trajectories are referred to
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Fig. 6. Two static obstacles simulation. The red rectangles denote static
objects. The entry speed of the ego car is 50 km/h. The range view at front,
lR , is 50 m (top) and 100 m (bottom). We test different methods for the
reference trajectory generation. The beneficial effect of using an explicit path
planner making use of all available information is apparent from the bottom
frame.

Fig. 7. Influences of recursive replanning of reference trajectories. The red
thickened line indicates the trajectory planned upon detection of the obstacle.
The blue dots indicate the actual closed-loop trajectory traveled by the vehicle.
The additional thin lines indicate any replanned reference trajectories after first
object detection. Left frame: PWAref, with replanning at every Ts . Middle
frame: Sref according to [12], explicitly not replanning at every Ts . Right
frame: clothoid-based replanning at every Ts . See also Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9.
For four OA experiments (two static obstacles, lR = 100m),
the closed-loop vehicle trajectories and corresponding steering input are
shown. In the first two experiments, lateral and longitudinal measurements
are perturbed by measurement noise with zero mean and a standard deviation
of 0.2 m, respectively. In the third experiments, at every Ts , 10% of any
of the measurements of state vector z t ∈ R8 are simulated to be randomly
missing. For the first three experiments, the dEKF is tuned, such that if a
measurement is available, this measurement is returned as state estimate.
In the final experiment, perturbations of all of the previous experiments act
simultaneously, and the dEKF is now allowed model-based estimation.

Fig. 10. Highway simulation. The gray area, when reached by the ego car,
indicates the left lane being blocked, and thus prohibiting a lane change,
due to the fast vehicle advancing from behind. The OA maneuver, i.e., the
overtaking of the slower vehicle, is initiated once the left lane is cleared.

The experiments of Fig. 9 were used to validate the dEKF
design. The first experiment is further meant to emphasize the
importance of accurate lateral positioning sensors.
C. Highway Simulation
Fig. 8. Illustration of a maximal admissible friction speed profile. Speed
profile minima are obtained at maximal curvature along the path trajectory.

as PWAref and Sref, respectively. The influence of recursively
replanning obstacle avoiding reference paths is visualized in
Fig. 7 by means of a static obstacle.1 Despite the recursive
replanning at every Ts for PWAref, it does only minimally
effect the closed-loop trajectory following the original reference trajectory planned upon first object sight. This is in stark
contrast to when replanning at every Ts based on clothoids.
1 Note that for a static OA maneuver, any recursively replanned trajectories
should ideally coincide with the original obstacle avoiding trajectory planned
upon first obstacle sight.

A typical driving scenario on a highway is described. There
is a faster car advancing from behind on the left lane and there
is a slower car ahead on the same lane of the ego car. See
Figs. 10 and 11 for simulation results. All four driving modes
are activated for resolving the given object constellation.
D. Multiple Obstacles Simulation
The simulation comprises a two-lane road, multiple static
obstacles, one vehicle advancing from the front on the left
lane, a sinuous road section, and one leading vehicle, first
detected after the 480-m mark. The general road reference
velocity is 50 km/h. When the ego car approximately reaches
the 280-m mark, it occurs that the left road lane becomes
blocked due to an approaching vehicle. As a consequence,
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Fig. 11. Highway simulation. The velocities [km/h] of the objects (red)
and the ego car (blue) are indicated next to them. The blue dots indicate the
reference trajectory of the ego car along the prediction horizon. The green
area shows the range field in which objects can be detected. The x- and y-axes
indicate position coordinates in meters. (a) Due to a fast vehicle advancing
from behind, the controller prohibits a lange change (“blocks” the left lane).
Simultaneously, an object with slower velocity is detected in front and the
braking mode is triggered. (b) Ego car has decelerated its velocity sufficiently,
and is in ACC mode, adjusting its velocity to the leading vehicle. (c) Faster
car has passed the ego car, the left lane is free for overtaking, and an OA
maneuver (OA-mode) is initiated in order for the ego car to pursue its set
reference velocity of 115 km/h. (d) Ego car has overtaken the slower vehicle
and is returning to road-profile tracking (RT-mode).

Fig. 12. Multiple obstacles simulation. The closed-loop trajectories when
using PWAref and Sref references. The gray area, when reached by the ego
car, indicates the left lane being blocked due to an advancing vehicle from
the front.

the braking mode is activated and a lane change to the right
lane is performed. The corresponding vehicle trajectory is
given in Fig. 12. Six snapshots of the complete simulation
are shown in Fig. 13. The sinuous road segment is handled
naturally by the formulation of the LTV-MPC in a road-aligned
coordinate frame.

Fig. 13.
Multiple obstacles simulation. The velocities [km/h] of the
objects (red) and the ego car (blue) are indicated next to them. The blue dots
indicate the reference trajectory of the ego car along the prediction horizon.
The green area indicates the range field in which objects are detectable. The
x- and y-axes indicate position coordinates in meters. The light gray region
denotes an area, which, when reached by the ego car, implies that the left
lane is blocked. Here, due to an advancing car on the left lane. (a) Ego car
is in OA-mode overtaking multiple static objects. (b) Ego car has detected a
vehicle advancing on the left lane with an estimated velocity of 39.1 km/h,
and, because of the additional static obstacle on the right lane around the
350m-mark, subsequently activated the Brake mode. (c) Detected vehicle is
still coming toward the ego car with velocity 39.2 km/h. The left lane is
thus still blocked and the braking mode activated. (d) Vehicle on the left
lane has passed. The left lane is free and a static obstacle on the right lane
must be avoided. (e) There are two static obstacles on a curved road segment.
(f) Ego car detects a vehicle in front and already starts to adjust its velocity
accordingly (ACC mode).

V. C ONCLUSION
We presented a general control framework for autonomous
driving whose main component is a deterministic LTV-MPC
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in a road-aligned coordinate frame for reference trajectory
tracking of PWA lines generated by a geometric path planner
using graphs to solve the combinatorial corridor planning
problem. PWA reference trajectories can additionally be
smoothed following our other work [12]. The coupling of ACC
and OA enabled handling of driving scenarios with dynamic
objects. Sensor uncertainty and missing measurements were
dealt with by a dEKF. We discussed switching rules for four
driving modes, the importance of velocity-adjusted obstacle
positions within the corridors, the role of safety margins,
and discussed the role of recursive replanning of reference
trajectories. The presented control systems framework
is equally suitable for autonomous as well as cooperative
vehicle automation systems, where every one of the automated
vehicles may be equipped with the control architecture
presented here [13]. Fundamental for cooperative driving is
the coupling of ACC with OA capabilities. Ultimately, we
motivated that distinguishing between two vehicle models, one
dynamic and one kinematic for high and low (close to zero)
velocities, permits to conduct control design entirely spatial
based for the whole vehicle operating range (from parking
to high speed OA). For future work, more elaborate tire
dynamics need to be incorporated into the vehicle model to
justify the usage of smoothed reference trajectories. Second,
safety margin heuristics and switching rules can be identified
by machine learning from manual driving. Ultimately,
experimental validation on a vehicle is sought.
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